Doukoku , Actroid and Pet Robot are registered trademarks of Kokoro.
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In IAAPA 2004 which was held in November 2004, Kokoro made a presentation
in the Kokoro booth in cooperation with J&S S International, Inc. which was our

agent in the U.S. at that time and the Natural History Museum (NHM) which has
been our agent in Europe, showing oﬀ our global network.

Visitorsʼ attention focused on the large T-rex robot which was standing out

conspicuously in the very crowded venue. Among international visitors, there

were especially many coming from next-generation amusement superpowers
including the Middle and Near East and China. We accepted many hot oﬀers
from them.
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web: http://www.kokoro-dreams.co.jp/english/index.html
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Overseas information
New-century type dinosaur exhibition
“Dinosaur Exhibition – Back to the Cretaceous Period”
Exhibition tours in various areas in China ended successfully.
“Dinosaur Exhibition ‒ Back to the Cretaceous Period”,

the new type large-scale traveling exhibition of dinosaurs,
ﬁnished its exhibition tours. After the ﬁrst tour in Chaoyang

Park, Beijing in September 2003, it made tours in six major
department stores aﬃliated with “Hua Lien” (in Beijing
(two places), Shijiazhuang, Zhengzhou, Chengdu and
Guangzhou) during the year change period, then in

Changzhou during April 23 ˜ May 22 and in Urumqi
at last.

Urumqi is a city in Hsinchiang Uighur Autonomous Region
which lies in the west of China. Though held in a local city,
the exhibition in Urumqi became a great success. Visitors
in the exhibition regarded Japanese robots as a curiosity
because Japanese tourists seldom visited the city.

Taiwan at the forefront of a dinosaur boom!
Animatronics of Tyrannosaurus and Velociraptor appeared
in the Life Science Hall
National Museum of Natural Science (NMNS) (in Taiwan)
The Life Science Hall renewal opened on August 6, 2004
looking totally diﬀerent compared to the former style of

only displaying samples. It has active exhibits full of mysteries
and charms of dinosaurs regarding their ecology, their
extinction and their relationship with birds.

At the center of this large-scale renovation is the exhibition
of invaluable dinosaur fossils discovered in Mongol and the
focuses of interest are two Kokoro-built animatronics of
Tyrannosaurus and Velociraptor roaring in the hall.

The animatronics of dinosaurs are playing an important

role as experience-based restoration exhibits to deepen
the interest in and the understanding of dinosaurs.

National Museum of Natural Science

